
FLORAL PACKAGES 2018-2019 

 

THE SWEETEST 

This package is for our smaller wedding clients with a guest count of 100 or less. We spend time 

with you sorting out your design wishes and show you how to accomplish your look by focusing 

on color and style rather than specific flower choices. This allows us to give you pretty designs, 

while keeping your floral costs well managed. It includes all of the basics that you need and 

gives you the option of adding on a la carte. 

100 guests and below: $2000 

THE FLOWER BASKET  

This package is for the sensible couple who would like us to use our floral and design knowledge 

to create something wedding worthy and sensible at the same time. We start with a pretty design 

plan using more affordable blooms, and then we add in some luxury blooms that will stand out 

and grab the eye. Some typical floral choices are hydrangea, spray roses, mums and simple 

greenery such as salal or ruscus, with florals such as garden roses or peonies as the design pop. 

A guideline for this package is: 100 guests: $3000 150 guests: $3500 200 guests: $4000 



THE PRETTY ROSE 

Our next tier package is for the couple who has a desire for lovely florals and a knowledge that 

solid decor and design will add elegance and meaning to the space. This is also for the couple 

who may also be sensible about their overall choices and want to maintain a controlled design 

budget but with room for a few splurges. Some typical floral base choices for this package are 

hydrangea, roses, spray roses, and premium greenery such as helleborus and eucalyptus. 

A guideline for this package is: 100 guests: $3800 150 guests: $4300 200 guests: $5000 

THE SHY PEONY 

Our best value semi-custom design package is for our couples who do not want to make 

compromises to their dream esthetic but are wishing to maintain an overall wedding budget they 

can manage. At this design level, we can begin to add in peonies, garden roses, higher end 

hydrangea, callas and other blooms. Greenery is also upgraded to include a wider variety and 

constructed garlands. 

A guideline for this package is: 100 guests: $5000 150 guests: $6500 200 guests: $7500 

THE SECRET GARDEN 

Are florals central to your design esthetic and wedding concepts? Do you want to include some 

dramatic and flower rich designs that fill the room with lush garden ambience? Or do you lean 

towards the more modern using select architectural blooms and containers? These luxury looks 

requires that your florist has resources and non-floral design methods to bring your imagined 

results to life. It requires the freshest of florals, higher end floral containers along with subtle 

texture and color variations for a flawless end result. 

A guideline for these exclusive packages is: 100 guests: $7500+ 150 guests: $8500+ 200 

guests: $10000+ 



THE SPECIAL 

Our current special is a base package of $5000 that includes your essential florals and our Month 

of Assistance/Day of Coordination services. This is one of our most popular packages that 

insures great flow and control throughout your entire design and logistics process. We walk 

through the door on wedding day armed with all of your details, make the puzzle pieces fit and 

fluidly add in your décor. 

 


